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Other words for division math

(redirected from Division (mathematics)) Also found: Thesaurus, Wikipedia. (dĭ-vī′dĭd)adj.1. Separated or separated into pieces.2. Being in a state of disagreement or disagreement: divided people.3. Conflicting interests, emotions, or activities that are moved: shared loyalty.4. Separated from the distance: the child is separated from his or her familiar
surroundings.5. Taking lanes of oncoming traffic separated: divided highways.6. Botany Having recesses range from midrib or base and forming different lobes: shared leaves. American Heritage® English Dictionary, fifth edition. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company © copyright. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights
reserved. (In the right to adj1. (Botany) Botany Second Word Autopsy1Collins English Dictionary - Complete and Unbridged, 12th Edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014 (d⼤⼤⼤ d⼤d) adj. 4. (of a sheet) cut into different parts by incisions extending to the cut or bottom. Random House
Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd. Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, Inc. All rights reserved. Adj.1.divided - divided into parts or pieces; opinions are divided - with the aim of spreading or distributing or dispersing or diversifying or dispersed, un integrated - separated or separated from other or main groups;
segregated school system; independent of the regional allocation allocated; is not a member of the joint or a joint; a problem consisting of two separate issues; they went their own way; formed a separate church characterised by unity; one entity; presented connected front2.split - with a middle strip or island between lanes moving in the opposite direction;
Divided by highwaymultilane - (roads and highways) with two or more lanes of traffic3.divided - divided into portions (often equal) on the basis of a plan or purpose shared, shared, divided - scattered around or divided upBased wordnet 3.0, farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc. Collins Spanish Dictionary - Full and Uns
shortened 8th Edition 2005 © by William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2005Collins/English Electronic Source. © HarperCollins Publishers 2005Collins German Dictionary - Complete and Abbreviated 7th Edition 2005. © William Collins Sons &amp;amp; Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins
Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2007 [dοοva⼤ddd] adj (state, couple) → disagreement/shared opinions → opinions → opinions fpl disagreement divide your mind about sth → essere indeciso/su qcCollins Italian Dictionary 1st Edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1995a. English-Spanish Medical © Farlex 2012 Want to thank TFD for its existence?
Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page or visit pages of free fun content. Link to this page: A set of five posters listing the keywords and equal sign for each of the four operations. Use these posters as anchor charts as you teach your students how to solve problems in math. Print cardstock added durability. This download includes keyword posters in
addition, subtraction, multiplication, sharing, and more. There are two print options for this poster set: Print on tabloid paper to show students around your classroom to refer to solving a math problem. Print a paper the size of a paper and invite students to glue them to their math journals for future use. Use the drop-down menu to select the size that best
meets your needs. Ccss for alignment of the common core curriculum. Math. CONTENT.2.OA.A.1Use 100. CCS. Math. CONTENT.3.OA.D.8Solve two-step word problems using four actions. Represent these issues by using equations that have a letter for an unknown quantity. Evaluate the reasonableness of the answers using mental calculation and
evaluation strategies, including round... ccS. Math. CONTENT.4.OA.A.2Corry or split to solve word problems related to a multiplier comparison, for example by using drawings and equations where the symbol of an unknown number corresponds to a problem by distinguishing multiple comparisons with an additive comparison. Published by Teach Starter
Publishing We create premium quality, downloadable educational material for e/elementary school teachers that make classrooms buzz! ReviewsChanges and updatesChangesReportaatest ErrorErrorsHelpWrite a review to help other teachers and parents like yourself. If you want to request a change (changes and updates) to this resource or report an
error, just select the appropriate tab above. Sign in or sign up to join the conversation. You must be logged on to report an error. Sign up now! The basic math has many ways to say the same thing: Symbol Words Used + Add, Add, Sum, Plus, Increase, Total - Subtraction, Subtraction, Minus, Minus, Less, Difference, Decrease, Take Away, Off ×
Multiplication, Multiply, Product, Author, Times, Many ÷ Department, Division, Sharing, Goes, Several Times in Addition to ... ... two or more digits (or things) together to make a new total. The numbers total are called Addends: Subtraction is ... ... one number away from the other. Minuend − Subtrahend = Difference Minuend: Number to subtract from.
Subtrab: number to be disconnected. Difference: subtract the result from one number from the other. Throwing is ... ... (in the simplest form) repeatedly. Here we see that 6 +6 +6 (three 6s) do 18: Also you can say that 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 (six 3s) do 18 we can also multiply fractions or decimals that goes beyond a simple idea of repeated addition: Example: 3.5
× 5 = 17.5, which is 3.5 lots 5 or 5 lots 3.5 division is ... equal parts or groups. This is the result of fair sharing. The department has its own special words to remember. Let's take a simple question 22 divided by 5. Answer is 4, two left. Here we see important words: Which may also be in this form: The dialect is ... ... part of the whole. The top part (reader) tells
you how many parts we have. The lower part (denominator) tells you how many parts as a whole are divided. For more information, see Dialects. The decimal number is ... ... the number of decimal places. For more information, see Decimal places. The percentage is ... ... 100 seats. The symbol is % Example: 25% means 25 for 100 (25% of this box is
green) View percentages. The average (average) is ... ... amount is divided by a census. We calculate the average by adding all the values, then we divide it into how many values. Add all values: 9 + 2 + 12 + 5 = 28 Count by number (there are four): 28 ÷ 4 = 7 So the average is 7 See average for more details. Copyright © 2017 MathsIsFun.com Word
problems often use cut/split, average or per to mark division. Set five posters for each list of math action words related to aggregation, subtraction, multiplication, division and equals. Published by Teach Starter Publishing We create premium quality, downloadable educational material for e/elementary school teachers that make classrooms buzz!
ReviewsChanges and updatesChangesReportaatest ErrorErrorsHelpWrite a review to help other teachers and parents like yourself. If you want to request a change (changes and updates) to this resource or report an error, just select the appropriate tab above. Sign in or sign up to join the conversation. You must be logged on to report an error. Sign up now!
(Countless, military) Separation of a military unit from the main unit for a specific purpose or special mission. bipartition Something that is a two-sided department deed or result of dividing schizogene (Botany) an alternative form of schizophrenia. The process of two successive nuclear fissures in the formation of germ cells in animals and spores in most
plants, by which the number of chromosomes is usually reduced by the number or half of the number found in the diploid or double somatic cells, the number found in the germ cells and spores– the act or process that separates or cuts, in particular surgical cutting or tissue division. Suspicious or borderline member of a particular category: a group of persons
or things of the same general nature; Kind. Part of the experience allegedly separated by fate from man; your lot; fate A simply, due to a reasonable or full part of an animal capable of performing a separate occupation; the body; the limb. Indiscriminate or number, measure or quantity; a collection of data; group. Segment definition is part of the whole. Act or
result sharing in some jurisdictions, divorce. Under common law, personal property is transferred to the heirs of the deceased person of intestate. Mitosis (Biol.) division result in the division of the result of cell nucleus distribution, usually consisting of prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and telophase: nuclear chromatin first appears in threads that shorten and
thicken to form a typical number of chromosomes, each divided into a double number, with half of each set then moving towards opposite poles of the cell around the two new cores of normal number of chromosomes division or office; in particular one of the main subordinates of the lead government; such as the Ministry of Finance; war department; as well
as one of the instructions at the university; such as the medical department; Department of Physics. I can't believe you did this. An edge or line representing the edge of the playing field. Part of the concept is part or sharing something. Crushing, figuratively. (--- Heraldry) A small, checkered part of the shield, usually in the upper Dexter corner of each strictly
defined separation (--- Logic) Relationship with alternatives to disjunctive proposition Dissension is defined as dissent. Region or locality marked with a separator function: lission is defined as a division of two or more parts. I can't believe you did this. A separate formatted section of the hard disk. (Catholicism) divides them from Christianity, whose group no
longer recognizes the Bishop of Rome as the head of the Church, but shares essentially the same beliefs in the Roman Church. In other words, the political divide without the introduction of ketsy. Any great land; in the region; region in the state of being united. Lack of Union, lack of coordination or separation. The state is disunited; Separation. Pause;
cracking; crack; tear division or part of body learning At a rate of two or more things are divergent. Jump into ballet, where the feet meet with midair and then land together on the floor. (Accounting) The difference between actual production costs and standard or expected costs The subject matter that such a group teaches or has investigated: a proportional
distribution of the number of members of the U.S. House of Representatives based on the population of each country. Abort an activity or process. Separation between things that were never related or related. Act of termination; Separation. Bone loss or rupture. The &amp;diamf3; A shredded fracture causes more than two fragments. The &amp;diamf3;
Although most fractures are caused by direct impact or sudden, twisting force, stress fracture is caused by repeated physical activity. The &amp;diamf3; Incomplete , does not completely break the bone. The definition of division is the opening up of a painting or disagreement or the division of a question. The process of forming a branch. 'scoring– splitting
into two parts, especially two equal parts (grammar) A sentence that does not contain a subject or a predicate. I can't believe you did this. A language attribute or structure item, such as a type of speech or phrase. Subordinate part of the main body; Branch. Small part, amount, degree, etc.; Part Unexpected benefits, benefits or benefits. A unit (e.g. customs)
or variable conditions (e.g. daily march) specified by the scale. Amount (e.g. discount, duty, or commission, which varies in proportion to a larger amount, e.g. total sales: Percentile Any 100 equal share into which the range of values in the data set can be divided to show the distribution of these values. The percentage of a given value is determined by a
percentage of values below that value. For example, a test score that is greater than 95 percent of the other scores is 95 percentile. The concept piece is part of the whole. A relatively thin, wide piece cut object with some bulk or volume definition of a lump is a mass of stuff that has no fixed shape, swelling under the skin or a person who is bored-witted. I
can't believe you did this. The cavalry side, part of a opposing army that loads the inverted V formation. (Games) The act of dividing the deck into two parts, as before the split. Anatomical breakdown of the body organ. The liver, lungs, and brain are characterized by all the lobes that are in place of connective tissue. a group or movement uniting different
individuals or organisations to achieve a common goal; Coalition. I can't believe you did this. The independent part of the extended composition. Any feature articles appearing regularly in a newspaper or magazine, a specific writer or about a particular topic organ facts, traits or circumstances related to a person or subject, esp. is understandable, obvious,
etc. [open book] or unclear, made, etc. Part of a social or religious body. A series or a group of ten things. [from 16.c.] canto One of the main divisions of the long poem. I can't believe you did this. A short paragraph or segment that often consists of four measures or which form part of a larger unit. (Act) A separate part of the contract, will or other legal
document. (--- football) Linemen are considered a group. (Originally) A character or note assigned to the margin to draw attention to something in the text, such as changing a topic. The action is defined as an action or something that has been performed. Sharing a part-game, usually part of an act where the activity is traditionally a continuous and in one
place a separate part of a serial work, such as a novel or a TV series. I can't believe you did this. Short composition, in particular such composition, especially if it is technically skilled (Archaic) Standing ham room, designated for a specific person or persons and including a bedroom. (Communication) A short fixed-length package such as asynchronous
transfer mode. [from 20.c.] Moiety is a share or a share. From any of the many large human populations associated with the widely defined regions of the world, distinguished from each other on the basis of inherited physical characteristics, which are traditionally designed to cover characteristics such as pigmentation, hair texture and facial features. Since
the number of genes responsible for such physical variations is small compared to the size of the human genome, and because the genetic variation among members of a traditionally recognised racial group is generally the same as between two such groups, most scientists now see race as primarily a social rather than a scientific concept. A large number
of relatives, friends or partners. The definition of a tribe is a group of people or a community with similar values or interests, a group with a common ancestor, or a common leader. Specialize in the level of colony social insects, such as ants, where members, such as workers or soldiers, perform a specific function. An individual, group, structure or other entity
which is considered to be a basic structure or functional component of the whole. A device that resembles a drawing compass and is used to transfer length measurements. I can't believe you did this. Area; region, region. [from 13th c.] Mental or emotional state: (Historical) One of the colonies of the British Empire granted self-government through the statute
of Westminster, such as Canada or Newfoundland. county of the rural or suburban region of Australia. A county is a state or state administrative division. A political entity founded for local government, such as a city, city or village. I can't believe you did this. Used together intensively: the village definition is a smaller residential area than the city. Division of
the city for election or educational purposes. I can't believe you did this. In England, a municipality or division of the municipality, as a unit of territory and administration of residency, the position of a musical artist who usually performs in a specific place in the district of such a group of voters, etc. Bishop's office or rank. Preling - The pre-term is considered a
group term for the parish of a church district, members of a particular church or county-type district of Louisiana. A place or business where golf shots can be practiced. In England, the former combination of municipalities with joint administration of relief for the poor; as well as the workshop that such an association adheres to. or turning point. Act or result
sharing (often capitalized) Within a large military, a very large tactical contingent (eg several partitions). Conflict or opinion. The definition of a dispute is a disagreement between people. A stable, historically developed community of people with territory, economic life, a distinctive culture and language of common mental derangement; insanity bifurcation
Bifurcating (UK) Short form of border morris or border dancing; The vigorous style of traditional English dance comes from villages along the border between England and Wales, performed by a team of dancers usually with their faces masked in black makeup. didulation (Heraldry) Two other halves coat of arms (Music) Lack of harmony ringing together;
harmonic combination of tones; dissonance something not consistent; conflict. distributio Part produced by division (informal, mainly Brit.) The form of State aid to the unemployed, as well as the community or territory in England subject to sovereign rules; Kingdom. I can't believe you did this. The area where the lithosphere is thinning, usually associated with
major faults and grabs. Social violation or pause between individuals or groups. scission cutting, sharing or dividing, or state cut, split or cut; segregation; 'cleavage' means a specific or critical moment in the development of events; crisis Physical connection, such as wire or fiber optic cable, between two or more points between the telecommunications
system: the placement of parts or material of a work of art or literature that leads to a single, harmonious effect (UK, trade union) public sector trade union in the UK or harmony of things in general. Number, group, set or thing without a part or element; The full thing. Group of related mechanical or electrical components: the definition of the tribe is a group of
living organisms or genetically related linguistic families. Allocated thing or amount task definition is a task that is given to someone. Something that unravels or comes from a major source; The speculator, shoot or stem grows lateral from the main stem plant definition authority is a group of people who perform a certain task, or that helps others in some
way. For non-technical use, part of the upper limb between the shoulder and wrist Definition of the organ is part of the body that has a specific function. Double door, screen, etc. Someone or something related to or related to; member of the related affairs group. A company controlled by another company which owns all or most of its shares Lack of unity or
cohesion. (Innumerable) The country's divisive brief official request, which is used in various Western liturgys before the letter and which varies from day to day. sharing or separation; separation by the creation of a boundary which divides or maintains the separation or separation operation; separation by creating a boundary that divides or Apart from the
Navy division, a group of ships with a similar type of air division (U.S. Air Force) organizational unit smaller than the Air Force, usually consists of headquarters and two or more wings such as separation. An act or result by dividing part of the cut off head body. The work or art (countable) of the person that results in splitting or splitting. An act or result dividing
what makes or keeps separate; quality, make or property that distinguishes an Act or result from sharing an act, process or result of classification. I can't believe you did this. Any process, physical or artificial, by which certain organisms or signs are favored or held or like, preferring other Act or, for example, divided into segments. Usually tar-coated canvas
strips (Naut.) canvas strips wrapped around a rope to protect it from the separation of matter into components, usually by chemical means, to examine and identify each component. The &amp;diamf3; Qualitative analysis determines which substances are included in the compound. The &amp;diamf3; Quantitative analysis determines how much each
substance is in the compound. Critical analysis of the nature of something. Analysis by part; detailed examination Of a book, a play, etc. detailed critical analysis or the breakdown of an event Act or division result of division result of an act or division result of an act or division result act or result of division the result of an act or result by which something is
rented, or torn. Longitudinal aperture made by cutting; cracked; Salmon. Like where something splits. Act or result sharing (Sport) Loss organization (parts of the system). One of the parts or spaces in which the area is divided. (Group theory) A set of associative binary operations under which there is an element of identity, and such that each element is
inversely proportional. The provincial definition is a specific area or location in a country or country that is often a subset of a larger Union. Find another word for Division. On this page you can discover 198 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions and related words of division, such as: detachment, bipartation, divisional, schisogenesis, schisogony,
meiosis, section, kind, sort, part and share. Share.
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